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Abstract

We will look at an extension to the simple lottery system where there is
an upper bound on the amount of tickets available and each participant
can own only one ticket each. Within this sytem a winning ticket may
be selected which is not owned by any participants, and if this happens
the closest ticket numbers owned will win. The probability of success will
not be uniform among the participants as the ticket selection process will
influence their chances of winning.

1 Introduction

Ticket lotteries are simple mechanisms to distribute wealth by allowing par-
ticipants to select tickets and finally reward the owner of one specific ticket.
Lotteries are also an interesting topic for probability analysis because they may
provide real world benefits. In this case we are interested in a ticket lottery with
an upper bound on the number of participants. Each participant can select the
ticket they want from a set of available tickets.

We want to find the probability of winning in a lottery with n tickets, num-
bered from 1 to n. Let L = {1, 2, 3, . . . , n− 1, n} which is the sorted set
containing all tickets (used and unused) in the lottery where |L| = n. Let
T = {t1, t2, . . . , tk−1, tk} which is the sorted set (ti < ti+1) of tickets owned (or
used) by all k participants, where |T | = k and 1 ≤ k ≤ n so that T ⊆ L. This
means that T = L iff k = n, otherwise T ⊂ L. New participants can only select
tickets in the set resulting from L−T which is the pool of available (or unused)
tickets. Each participant i is allowed to select only one ticket ti.

The winning ticket x ∈ L is drawn at random and if x ∈ T then the partic-
ipant with the corresponding ticket wins. Otherwise x /∈ T which means that
nobody selected the correct ticket. Let R = {|x− ti|}k

i=1 which is the set with
the absolute size of all gaps between x and all tickets in T . By finding the
minimum value in R, both tickets i and j or only one of them, which satisfy
either Equation 1, Equation 2 or both, wins.

ti = x + minR (1)
tj = x−minR (2)

∗This is a revised edition of the original paper from April 6, 2007. Replaced Equation 3
on the following page with a simplified version and added a section about expected winnings.
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This means that the ticket in T closest to x wins, and if two tickets are
equally close then both of them will win.

2 Probability of success

In order to maximize the chance of winning this lottery we need to find out
which ticket to select in order to achieve the highest probability of success. The
probability of selecting the winning ticket will be 1/n regardless of which ticket
is selected. For this reason the only way to maximize the probability of success
is by covering the largest sequence of consecutive unused tickets.

One approach is to find the largest gap between consecutive tickets in T
and select a ticket in the center of this gap. The gap between two consecutive
tickets in T (also known as an inner gap) is determined by the difference of their
ticket numbers. Let G = {ti − ti−1 − 1}k

i=2 which is the set describing the gap
between each pair of consecutive tickets in T .

If the gap (number of unused tickets) between two tickets in T is large we
expect to have a better chance of winning. This is because the probability
of getting the closest ticket will increase with a larger distance to the nearest
neighbors. The probability of success is determined by applying the size of the
largest gap in G, which is found by max(G), to Equation 3.
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This approach alone will provide a sub-optimal solution most of the time.
That is because it only takes into consideration the gaps between tickets in T
(inner gaps), but we are still missing the outer gaps. The gap to the left of
the lowest, and right of the highest numbered ticket in T must also be checked.
These two gaps are known as the outer gaps.

If someone has already selected ticket 1 then there is no gap to the left of
that ticket to take advantage of. This also apply when a player has already
selected ticket n. Only if ticket 1 and n are already present in T does the above
approach give us the whole truth and nothing but the truth. However, this will
not happen very often unless the difference between k and n is relatively small.

To take the maximum advantage of the outer gaps the ticket one step closer
to the edge should be selected. The size of the largest outer gap is found by
max(t1, n− tk)− 1, which will provide us with the probability of success for the
outer gaps when applied to Equation 4.

g(y) = y/n (4)

The highest probability of success among all the possible gaps can now be
found. Start by finding the largest inner gap for Equation 3 and the largest
outer gap for Equation 4. Choose the result from the equation which gives the
largest probability. The final probability of success is found by Equation 5.

p = max(f(max(t2 − t1, t3 − t2, . . . , tk−1 − tk−2, tk − tk−1)− 1),
g(max(t1, n− tk)− 1))

(5)
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3 Expected winnings

The lottery may assign different prizes for each win condition. Here we introduce
two symbols which represents the prize money in each case:

1. If ti = x for a certain i then participant i is awarded mw prize money.

2. If ti 6= x for all possible values of i (1 ≤ i ≤ k) then one or two1 partici-
pants are each awarded mc prize money.

It is possible to add a separate case with different prize money when two
tickets in T are equally close. This is most often used to split the prize between
two participants by setting this prize to mc/2. Here we simply assume that
both participants are given a prize of mc if they are equally close.

By using this assignment of prize money the expected winnings for a gap of
arbitrary size can be found. The expected winnings is the average amount of
prize money won if the same lottery round is repeated many times (T and L
never changes). Equation 6 gives the expected winnings µ given the probability
of success p for a gap.

µ = pmc +
1
n

(mw −mc) (6)

4 Conclusion

We have derived a way to optimize the probability of winning this ticket lottery
so that we may benefit in the long run. Both the size of the gaps between tickets
as described by G and the outer gaps (limited by 1 and n) need to be taken into
consideration in order to achive an optimal end result. It is important to note
that a gap g ∈ G where g > t1− 1 and g > n− tk − 1 does not necessarily mean
that the gap g gives the best chance to win.

There is no guarantee that the ticket we select will have a better chance of
winning than the best ticket in T . On the other hand it will most likely always
have a higher probability of success than most of the tickets in T .

This method analyses the set of all tickets already selected, but it does not
take into consideration any tickets that may be selected in the future. Thus
this analysis is based on the fact that we are the last participant to enter the
lottery, which is usually not the case. However, it can be still be quite useful if
we are one of the last participant to move.

1Two participants i and j may both win if they are equally close to x. If that is the case
then x− ti = tj − x, else only one participant will win.
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